PhD Welcome Day 2019

When: Friday, 8th November 2019 at 10:00
Where: Room F6 (University Club), access from the main entrance, Universitätsplatz 1, Bozen - Piazza Università 1, Bolzano

AGENDA

Welcoming and introduction
Prof. Hans Gamper – Vice-Rector for Research
Prof. Massimo Tagliavini – PhD-Cordinator Mountain Environment and Agriculture
Prof. Renato Vidoni – PhD-Cordinator Advanced-Systems Engineering
Prof. Andrea Gasparella – PhD-Cordinator Sustainable Energy and Technologies
Prof. Marco Gobbetti – PhD-Cordinator Food Engineering and Biotechnology
Prof. Claus Pahl – PhD-Cordinator Computer Science
Prof. Michael Nippa – PhD-Cordinator Management and Economics
Prof. Giulia Cavrini – PhD-Cordinator General Pedagogy, Social Pedagogy, General Education and Subject Didactics

11:30–12:00 a.m.:
Short Boris Introduction (software for PhD)
Presentation of the University services

12:00 am:
Guided tour to the University Library